Top tips on how to support your child at home.
1. Make it Fun!
2. Let children see how maths is used in everyday life.
3. Learning key facts. Eg. Tables or bonds. It is better to do a little bit each
day rather than one or two very long sessions. This way the concepts being
taught will become really embedded. We need the children to become fluent.
4. Try to help the children see links and build on what they already know.
E.g 2+ 8 = 10 so 0.2 +0.8 = 1.0
5. Use the correct maths vocabulary with them and encourage them to talk
about what they are doing. Being able to reason about maths helps improve
their understanding of number.
6. Support them with their homework but don’t take over.
7. It might be tempting to show them how you did maths at school but it will
probably just confuse them. Ensure you use the strategies used in school.
See our website for details.
8. Provide them with everyday problems. Eg. It takes 25 minutes to get to
the station. If my train is at 9: 10, when do I need to leave?
9. Do a mixture of mental, written and practical maths.
10. Allow children thinking time.
11. Encourage a growth mindset. It’s okay to find maths hard sometimes
because when we achieve we can get that feel good factor. We learn from
our mistakes. Don’t just praise correct answers. Praise effort and the
process because they will fail sometimes. E.g. I really like the way you worked
that out. If they complain something is hard say: Great that means your brain
is working hard.

Formal Written calculations.
Below you will see a variety of ways of working out different calculations.
The examples are designed to explain how some of the different written
methods of calculating are being taught in school. This is important
because these methods may be different to those you are familiar with.

Step 1. Make sure the digits in the numbers line up correctly.
Step 2. We add the ones. ( 3 + 4 )
Step 3. We add the tens. ( 20 +20 )
Step 4. We add the hundreds. ( 100+0 =100)
Step 4. Now we add the hundreds,tens and ones together.

Addition.
Expanded Column method. ( Partitioning out) Used for TU + TU.
23 + 24=

587 + 135=

20 + 3
+ 20+ 4
40 + 7 = 47

Step 1. We partition each number out into tens and ones. It is important
they line up correctly.
Step 2. We add the ones.
Step 3. We add the tens
Step 4. You add the tens and the ones together.
Expanded Column method. ( Vertically ) Used for TU + TU or HTU+ TU or
decimals
23 + 24=

Column Method Used for TU + TU upwards. Also for adding decimals.

123
+ 24
7
40
100
147
3

587
+135
722
11
Step 1. Add the ones. 7 + 5 = 12. The 2 goes in the ones column and the 1
goes under the tens column.
Step 2. Add the tens. 80+ 30=110. You now add the 10 from underneath.
110+10=120. The 1 digit that goes under the hundreds column. The 2
digit goes in the tens column.
Step 3. Add the hundreds.500+100=600. You also need to add on the 100
from underneath. 600+100=700. So the 7 digit goes in the hundreds
column.
To do the above quickly and accurately children need to be able to:
Understand place value, know all bonds within 20, add multiples of ten
and hundred depending on the size of the numbers.
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Subtraction.
Expanded Column method. ( Partitioning out) Used for TU + TU. No
exchanging/regrouping required.
48 + 24=

40 + 8
-20+ 4
20 + 4= 24

Step 1. We partition each number out into tens and ones. It is important
they line up correctly.
Step 2. We take away the ones.
Step 3. We takeaway the tens
Step 4. You add the tens and the ones together.

Step 2. We can not take 4 away from 2 so we exchange 1 ten for 10 units.
The tens column becomes ten less and the units become 10 more.
Step 3. We now take away the ones. ( 12- 4 )
Step 4. Next we take away the tens. ( 30-20)
Step 5. You now add the tens and the ones together.

Column Method Used for TU - TU upwards. No exchanging or regrouping.
587 – 135=
587
-135
452
Step 1. Take away the ones. ( 7-5= 2 ones )
Step 2. Take away the tens. ( 80-30= 5 tens)
Step 3. Take away the hundreds.( 500-100= 4 hundreds)

Expanded Column method. ( Partitioning out) Used for TU + TU.
Exchanging/regrouping is required.

48 + 24=

30 12
40 + 2
-20+ 4
20 + 4= 24

Step 1. We partition each number out into tens and ones. It is important
they line up correctly.
5

6

Step 3. Takeaway the hundreds. (400-100=3 hundred
Column Method Used for TU - TU upwards. Also for taking away
decimals.
538 – 156=

To do the above quickly and accurately children need to be able to:
Understand place value, know all bonds within 20, subtract multiples of
ten and hundred etc depending on the size of the numbers.
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538
-156
382

Step 1. Take away the ones ( 8-6= 2 ones )
Step 2. Take away the tens. We can’t take 50 from 30 so we need to use
exchanging/regrouping. We exchange 1 hundred for 10 tens. (130-50=
8tens)
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Mutiplication

This method can also be used for decimals.

Grid Method.

36.2 x 8 =

32 x 4 =

x
8

x
4

30
120

2
8

30
240

6
48

0.2
1.6

= 289.6

= 128

Step 1.Draw the grid.
Step 2. Partition the TU numbers out.
Step 3. Mutliply the multiple of ten first. ( 4x30= 120)
Step 4. Mutliply the ones. ( 4x2= 8)
Step 5. Add the two answers together. ( 120 + 8 = 128 )
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Step 1.Draw the grid.
Step 2. Partition the TU decimal out.
Step 3. Mutliply the multiple of ten first. ( 8 x30= 240)
Step 4. Mutliply the ones. ( 8x6= 48)
Step 5. Multipl the tenth. ( 8x 0.2=1.6 )
Step 6. Add the answers together. (240+48+1.6 = 289.6)
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Short Multiplication.( Expanded )
Another way of setting out multiplication is as a vertical calculation.
Short Multiplication.
23
x7
21
140
161

3x7
20 x 7

23
x7
161
2

Step 1. Multiply the units
Step 2. Multiply the tens
Step 3. Add the two amounts together.

Step 1. Multiply the units ( 7x3=21 ) The 1 goes in the ones column and
the 2 goes underneath in the tens column.
Step 2. Multiply the tens ( 7 x 20= 140 + 20 underneath = 160/ 16 tens)

72
x 38
8x2
8 x70

16
560

30 x 2

60

30x 70

2100

72
X 38
576 ( 8 x 72)
2160 (30x 72)
2736

2736
1
11
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Division
Short division (Expanded method)
14 r 2
5 ) 72

Short division
This is sometimes known as the bus shelter method, which you may well
be familiar with. This method is used when we divide by units e.g. TU ÷ U
and HTU ÷ U

- 50 ( 10 x 5 )
22
20 ( 4 x 5 )
2

243 ÷ 7 =

Step 1. Understand division as taking away ‘chunks’ at a time .

Step 2. Begin by establishing known possible ‘chunks’ by recalling
multiplication facts for that number. (5x tables.)
Step 3.Take away the chunk. ( 10x 5= 50)
Step 4. Continue removing chunks until you can no longer do so. ( 4 x 5 =
20 )
Step 5. Any number left will be a remainder ( 2 )
Step 6 Add up the chunks you have taken. ( 10 +4 )

0 3 4 r5
7 )2 24 33
243 ÷ 7 = 34 r5

The size of the chunks the children takeaway depend on their knowledge
of their x tables.
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Long division. ( Expanded method )
This method is used when we divide by TU’s.

Step 1. How many 15’s in 4? 0
Step 2. How many 15’s in 43? 2

27
36) 972
720
252
180
72
72
0

Step 3. 15 x 2 =30 so we take this away from 43.
20 x 36(10 x 36 = 360, double 360=720)
5 x 36(10 x 36 = 360, halve 360=180)

Step 4. 13 is left over. We then slide down the 2 to make 132.
Step 5. How many 15’s in 132? 8
Step 6. 15 x 8 =120 so we take this away from 132.
Step 7. 12 is left over. We then slide down the 0 to make 120.

2 x 36

Step 8. How many 15’s in 120? 8

Long division. (Sliding Method)
28.8
15) 432.0
30
132
120
120
120
0
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